
The RTRL adapter is the answer to attaching a
guttermount leg to all Rhino standard Track
Mount systems. 

Made from stainless steel, the RTRL offers you 
a flexible and universal mounting system to suit
all Rhino standard tracks. The RTRL lets you
level all 3 bars on a vehicle fitted with a canopy
by utilising the different heights available in our
existing Rhino guttermount leg range and
mounting them into tracks on the vehicle cabin.

It is recommended that your load not be
secured rigidly to all 3 bars because of vehicle
independant movement between cab and tray.

Specialty
Roof Rack Systems

Ute & Canopy

Rhino-Rack ute and canopy systems can be customised to
suit varying floor pan profiles and cabin heights.
The high quality structural aluminium ute post uprights can
easily be cut to match an existing roof bar over the cabin.
This system incorporates Heavy Duty Rhino-Rack crossbars,
enabling the user to customise the system with the full range
of Rhino-Rack accessories. Utility uprights are available in
several lengths, check with your authorised dealer to ensure
correct upright and crossbar specifications.

Specialty
Roof Rack Systems
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Canopy Rack Systems
The bent canopy posts transfer the load directly to
the utility bed floor and are braced to the side to give
further support. The one piece uprights protrude
through the canopy roof and can be adjusted to suit
cabin bar heights. Rock solid, well braced and 
practical in their design and function.

Bent uprights follow the profile of the vehicle allowing
maximum payload space within the canopy.

Aero Bar Adapter Kit
Available for adapting our Rhino Heavy Duty Aero
Bar to Rhino Canopy upright posts.

Fixed Mount

For lighter load situations where utility
posts are not required. 
Our Fixed Mount can be placed on the
canopy roof with the GE backing plate
sandwiching the canopy, giving additional
support.
Legs are available in 50mm and 80mm
height.

Cabin Mount

The Cabin Mount is fixed to the roof
and provides the platform for any height
Rhino Heavy Duty gutter mount leg to be
attached to it. This is the ideal solution
for cabin bars that need to match high
roof canopies.
Part# RFMRL

Artificial Gutters

When carrying those light type loads, 
the application and use of an artificial 
gutter will allow the use of traditional 
roof rack crossbars.
Requires drilling and bolting of the 
plates to the side of the canopy.

Canopy Track Mount

Tracks are mounted to the canopy, hard
top tonneau and hard top resin roofs.
Crossbars can be adjusted along the
tracks to accommodate your various loads.
Legs are available in 50mm and 80mm
height.
RLCP and RSP style legs can only be
used with this system.

GE Backing Plate

Used in conjunction with our canopy fixed
mount. This product covers up the mounting
hardware on the underside of the canopy.
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